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ABSTRACT
This paper surveys current knowledge of
the various hul1 longitudinal bending loads
acting on seagoing ships, with particular
attention to new developments in the last five
years. These “demands” on the structure include
still water bending, low and high-frequency wave
bending and thermal effects. A probabilistic
apprOach is followed wherever possible, and an
attempt is made to generalize on the accepted
basic approach to predicting a 1ong-term cumulative distribution of wave-induced bending
oment, showing that many apparently diverse
methods are closely related, The problem of
combining all loads to obtain a complete
probabilistic picture of loads is discussed in
relation to the probability of either ultimate
failure or propagation of fatig”c cracking to
the point where repair is required. Consideration is also given to unexpectedly high loads
that may be encountered under unusual circumstances at sea.
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Background
For many years after the introduction of
steel into ship construction, the design of the
main hull girder was based on a nominal standard
bending moment in association with an allowable
stress that varied with ship length. As ships
became larger and faster, and novel seagoing
vehicles were developed, a more rational approach
was needed. This led, over the past decade, to
a great increase in knowledge of all types of
loads acting on ships’ hulls. At the same time,
understanding of the nature of hull girder
failure, as well as sophisticated new techniques
of structural analysis, were developed.
It has become clear that the loads--particularly those caused by waves at sea--are highly
variable in nature and ca” best be analyzed by
statistics and described in probability terms.
Furthermore, the strength of the hull is also
variable, as a result of variations in scantlings, steel quality, workmanship, and other
factors. Hence, the principles of reliability
theory, developed in the field of civil engineering, are peculiarly adapted to the problem
Of ship longitudinal strength. The ideal goal
has become to develop methods of expressing both
the loads, or’’demand~on the hull and its
structural strength, or’’capability:in terms of
probabilities, so that the probability of failure
can be calculated. A satisfactory and economical
design will then be one in which failure probability has been reduced to an acceptably low
value.
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averaae Deriod
peri02 of encounter
variables
response amplitude operator
spectrum broadness factor
angle, wave component to dominant wave
standard deviation, or rms value
ship-to-wave heading angle
circular frequency
encounter frequency

INTRODUCTION

The paper concludes with a discussion of
the application of the expanding understanding
of demand to the problems of design. It is shown
that the U1timate goal is to be able to match
structural “capability” to demand by predicting
failure probability, and finally to establish
acceptable levels of such probability. The
principal gaps in the ideal procedure that must
be filled before this is possible are listed,
Meanwhile, it is shown that the partial application of the probabilistic approach has already
resulted in more rational longitudinal strength
standards.
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anticipated cost of damage
anticipated total cost of failure
significant wave height
initial cost of ship
nth moment of spectrum
total expected 1ifetime cost
probabi1ities
cumulative probabilities
Rayleigh parameter
standard deviation
spectrum shape parameter
bending moment spectrvro
wave spectrum
period

Meanwhile, the reliability approach has
already clarified the longitudinal strength
problem and has provided a rational basis for
extrapolating the design loads for larger a“d
larger ships. Until the ideal, fully probabilistic methods become available, partial
31

- Local
hul,l
deflection:
buckling
and/or
permanent
set.
- Fatigue
cracking.
- Brittle
fracture,
minor.

probabilistic approaches are being used
byall
in evolving and uPclassification
societies
dating their standards of strength for routine

useindesign--particularly
forwavebending
moments.

Itisthestated
purpose
ofthisSymposium

toconsider
thestate-of-the-art
inallaspects
ofstructural
response
toextreme
loadings,
including
attention
tothereliability
approach
todesign.
Hence,
itseems
appropriate
that
thispaper
should
review
current
knowledge
of
hullloads,
particularly
longitudinal
bending
moments.
Itmaybeconsidered
a sequel
to
a survey
paper
on“Dynamic
Loadings
Jueto
Waves
andShipMotions,”
bythepresent
authors,
which
waspresented
atthejoint
SSCSNAME
ShipStructure
Symposium
heldfiveyears
ago[1].

Failure
isa severe
damage
thatendangers
thesafety
oftheship:
- Collapse
ofthehullgirder,
bybuckling
and/or
permanent
set.
- Extensive
brittle
fracture.

Considering
thevarious
types
ofdamage
(or
failure)
inmoredetail,
excessive
hulldeflectionisa rareoccurrence,
except
locally,
and
complete
failure
orcollapse
isevenrarer.
Thissuggests
thatconventional
standards
of
longitudinal
strength
aregenerally
adequate-Loads
thatcan
infact,
theymaybeexcessive.
combine
tothreaten
hullfailure
arestill
water
bending
moments,
wave-induced
bending
Since
thelastSymposium,
thebasic
moments
(quasi-static),
vibratory
(high
frequency)
principles
discussed
intheabove
paper
have
loads,
andthermal
effects
[7].
notchanged
andtherefore
needonlybrief
summary
atthistime.Principal
attention
in
Second
isthepossibility
offatigue
cracking,
thepresent
paper
willbegiven
tooutstanding which
s
eldom
constitutes
failure
butisimportant
newdevelopments
since
1975.Formoredetailed fortworeasons:
Fatigue
cracks,
which
are
surveys
reference
ismadetoreports
of
fairly
frequent,
can
grow
tothepoint
t
hatthey
Cormnittees
1.2and1.3totheISSCof1976and
must
berepaired,
and
fatigue
cracks
arenotches
1979[2][3][4][5].
Butsince
the1975paper
thatunder
certain
circumstances
cantrigger
didnotdealwithspecific
procedures
for
Nibbering
rapid
p
ropagation
asbrittle
fracture.
calculating
extreme
wave-induced
bending
notes
[
8],
“It
isa
favorable
circumstance
that
moments,
anattempt
willalsobemadehereto
fatigue
cracks
propagate
veryslowly
inship’s
generalize
thebasic
principles
underlying
loads
tobeconsidered
structures.
” Cyclic
various
available
procedures
thatmayappear
include
thesame
loads
a
smentioned
above,
with
moredifferent
thantheyreally
arebecause
of
widely
varying
periodicities
andmeanvalues.
differences
innotation,
emphasis
andappliAttention
willbedirected
togaps
cation.
Brittle
fracture,
which
wasa serious
inourunderstanding
anduncertainties
thatat
problem
withearly
welded
ships
during
World
thepresent
timestill
prevent
fulladoption
War11,waslongagobrought
under
control
by
ofthereliability
approach
tothedesign
of
insuring
satisfactory
“notch-toughness”
of
ships
andother
marine
structures.
The
aswellasbyeliminating
shipbuilding
steel,
problem
ofcombining
loads
ina formsuitable
severe
design
stress
concentrations
andby
fordesign
andthepossibility
ofunusually
improving
techniques
for
welding
andinspection.
highbending
moments
under
abnormal
conditions, However,
brittle
fracture
cananddoesoccur,
suchasshoaling
water,
opposing
currents,
etc., andtherefore
thephilosophy
hasbeenoneof
willalsobediscussed,
“fail-safe”
design.
Crack
arresters,
consisting
ofrivetted
seams
orstrakes
ofsteel
having
Modes
ofFailure
lower
transition
temperature
areprovided
as
These
h
ave
proven
effective
standard
practice.
Before
attempting
toconsider
methods
of
inlimiting
crack
propagation
andthereby
evaluating
allthelongitudinal
bending
loads
restricting
brittle
fracture
toa minor
damage
andthencombining
them,
itiswel~todiscuss
rather
thana hullfailure
problem.
thedifferent
modes
ofhullfailure
thatthe
designer
mustguard
against.
Thisshould
Itcanbeargued
then,
thatsince
fatigue
clarify
theformofloadinformation
thatis
cracking
doesnotnormally
threaten
thelifeof
The
needed
andwhich
loads
arecritical.
theshipandbrittle
fracture
canbecontrolled,
following
statemen~
largely
fromthe}975
theprimary
criterion
ofrational
shipstructural
paper,
still
stands.
design
should
beoneofultimate
strength-reducing
theprobability
ofexcessive
deflection
Caldwell
[6]considers
ultimate
failure
through
buckling
orplastic
flowtoanacceptasthecomplete
collapse
bybuckling
ofthe
ablelevel,
asdefined
subsequently.
The
compression
flange
andsimultaneous
tensile
secondary
criterion
ofrational
design
is
failure
ofthetension
flange.
However,
itis
fatigue
strength--reducing
thenumber
ofcases
clear
thata considerably
lesssevere
damage
ofcracks
thatpropagate
toa sizerequiring
would
bea serious
matter,
asindicated
by
repair
toa
cost
effective
level,
alsodiscussed
suchfactors
asnecessity
formajor
repairs,
Accordingly,
theextreme
and
subsequently.
interference
withnormal
shipoperation
and
cyclic
~oads
thataffect
bothultimate
and
non-watertightness.
Hence,
forourpurpose
strength
willbegiven
particular
wemaydefine
damage
asa structural
occurrence fatigue
!4s
m
entioned
above,
these
attention
here.
thatinterferes
withtheoperation
oftheship
consist
of:
totheextent
thatwithdrawal
fromservice
for
repair
isrequired,
suchas:
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Upontermination
ofthishighwaveload,
the
Still
water
bending
moments.
structure
willtendtoreturn
toa condition
of
Wave-induced
bending
moments
(quasi-static).
reduced
residual
stress.
”
Vibratory
bending
moments.
Thermal
effects,

Inthe
nextsection
separate
consideration
wil’ beaiven
toeachofthese
bendina
moment
componen&,
andhowtheycanbepredi;ted.
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BENDING
MOMENT
COMPONENTS
Still
Water
Loads
Thelongitudinal
bending
moments
experienced
bya shipinportcanvarywidely,
particularly
withtheamount
anddistribution
ofcargo.
Hence,
theyrepresent
animportant
load,
both
asanaddition
towavebending
moments
that
could
cause
ultimate
failure
andasa mean
value
about
which
thecyclic
loading
oscillates.
Although
still
water
bending
moments
areeasily
calculated
whenthedistribution
clf
cargo
and
other
weights
isknown,
ithasbeenfound
that
records
areseldom
keptand,therefore,
itis
difficult
toassemble
statistical
dataon
actual
values
inservice
[7][9].
However,
itappears
tentatively
thatstill
water
bending
moments
canbedescribed
bytwo
(ormore)
normal
probability
density
functions,
onerepresenting
outbound
andtheother
inbound
conditions
[7].SeeFig.1. The
validity
ofthisapproach
hasbeenconfirmed
byrecent
workofIvanov
[10]andSeeding
[11].
Typical
conditions,
suchasfullload,
ballast,
light
load,
etc.arefirst
established.
Calculations
arethenmade--which
canbeverified
byservice
records--of
boththeaverage
value
ofbending
moment
andthestandard
deviation
foreachbasic
condition,
assuming
normal
distribution
functions.
Thisapproach
is
desirable
because
ships
arenever
loaded
exactly
inaccordance
withthedesigner’s
loading
manuals,
anditisconsistent
withan
overall
probabilistic
approach
todesign.
However,
Maniar
points
outindiscussion
of
Committee
1.3report,
ISSC1979[5]that
operators
willavoid
extreme
conditions,
and
therefore
these
distribution
functions
maybe
truncated,
asshown
inFig.1. Seealso[9].
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Fig.1 Histogram
ofStill
Water
Bending
Moments
forContainership
NewOrleans
[7]
Quasi
Static
WaveBending
Whena shipencounters
irregular
waves
or
swells
withwavecomponents
intheranae
of
0.5to2.0times
the’
length
oftheshi~(shorter
atoblique
headings),
significant
bending
moments
aredeveloped,
acting
atthecomparatively
lowfrequency
ofwaveencounter.
These
waveinduced
bending
moments
werefirst
determined
bymodel
tests
inwaves
[12][13].Subsequently,
thedevelopment
ofthestrip
theory
approach
to
thecalculation
ofshipmotions
byKorvinKroukovsky
[14]ledtomethods
forcalculating
stress
andbending
moment
inregular
waves
[15]
[16][17].

Theextension
ofregular
waveresults
to
predicting’various
shipresponses
toshortcrested
irregular
seaswasaccomplished
by
St.Denis
andPierson
[18],
ontheassumption
Thebending
moment
created
bya ship’s
ownwavewhenmoving
athighspeed
(above
thatboththeirregular
waves
andtheship
Froude
No.of0,20)
canbedetermined
bymodel
short-term
responses
arestationary
stochastic
test,
or from
published
model
testresults
processes,
where
stochastic
means
random
but
following
definite
statistical
laws.Byshort[12].
termismeant
periods
oftimeoftypically
a
Concern
isoften
expressed
regarding
fewhours
during
which
seaconditions
remain
essentially
constant,
statistically
speaking,
residual
stresses
insteel
plates
andshapes
sothatthecharacter
ofboththeseaand
andstresses
“locked-in”
bythewelding
theship’s
response
canbeassumed
tobe
process.
Itispossible
that,
where
such
Hence,
under
these
assumptions,
stresses
exist
incombination
withother
“stationary”.
thebending
moment
response
canbepredicted
stresses
ata welddefect
ornotch,
theymight
foranyshipforwhich
response
amplitude
under
certain
conditions
contribute
tothe
inception
ofa brittle
fracture.
operators
(RAOS)
areavailable
inanyknown
or
However,
as
Fig.2 shows
howthe
noted
in[7],“Forother
types
offailure
it
assumed
seaspectrum.
directional
wavespectra
aremultiplied
bythe
seems
reasonable
toconsider
themtobeof
minor
significance
tolongitudinal
strength,
appropriate
RAOStoproduce
thedirectional
since
theytendtobeeliminated
by ‘shakedown’ response
spectra,
oradjustment
inservice.
Thatis,an
(1)
occasional
highlongitudinal
wavebending
load-SB((JJ,LI)
= SIC
(W,ll)IY(U,
incombination
withother
loads--may
cause
local
yielding
intihe
highresidual
stress
region.
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Short-term statistics, applicable to periods
of time from i hour to several hours (while sea
conditions remain relatively unchanged), can be
derived from the response spectrum by taking the
various moments of SB(W),

where sB is the bending n!nmentSPeCtrUm: S< IS
the wave spectrum, Y2 is the RAO, u is c1rcular
frequency and v is the angular direction of a
wave component relative to the dominant
direction. When these components are integrated
over wave direction a single response spectrum
is obtained, whose area and shape define the
bending moment response,

SB(0)
= /sBhw)
du.

~(~),
100

(3)
First, the area under the spectrum, ~, defines
oz. the variance of the short-term process, i.e.
the mean-square value of the deviations from
the mean at equal (or random) intervals, and
a is the root-mean-square value. Thus,

(2)
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Furthermore, it is wel1 known that if the
response spectrum is narrow-band, the short-tenm
peak-to-mean amplitudes are Rayleigh distributed,
p(x) . #

~-x2/R

(4)

In this case the parameter of the Rayleigh
distribution, R, is given by,
R = 2mo = 202
1:5

Various statistical properties of the peak-tomean amplitudes can then be determined. For
example,
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Short-Crested Sea and Typical Bending
Moment Response

For a broad spectrum, of course, the
Rayleigh distribution is not applicable, and
a more generalized distribution is required,
involving the spectrum broadness parameter,
I

m?

I*
(5)

“b-w
This generalized distribution function .isa
complicated expression [9] which reduces to
the Rayle<gh form when c = O.
An important study of the applicabi1ity of
the Rayleigh distribution was made by Oalzell,
Maniar and Iisu[93 on midship stress (bending
moment) records. They found that for an ocean(Fotini L, CB = 0.B4),
going dry bulk carrier
“the assumption that the~erm
wave-induced
moment fits the Rayleigh distribution would be
reasonable, if not always true. The magnitudes
of compression and tension are symnetri~al.”
For a lar e, high-speed container ship (SL-7,
CB = 0.53? the bending moment maxima “at slow
speed fit the Rayleigh distribution reasonably
well.” But at normal operating speeds, “a
relatively small portion of the data fits the
Rayleigh distribution.” A much better fit was
obtained with the generalized Rayleigh distribution, with broadness parameter,s ‘approaching
unity for over half the data” (i.e. approximating

——
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a normal distribution), particularly in quarterin,9
and following seas. “The ratio of compress?on
to tension of wave-induced bending moment
maxima is approximately 1 :1.2 for extremes and
1:1.06 for rms.” It is concluded that “if it
is assumed for the simplification of analyses
that the short-term wave-induced bending moment
maxima are always Rayleigh distributed, the
resulting long-term prediction is 1ikely to be
conservative to a degree which is not possible
to judge based on the work performed.” This
means that we may accept the Rayleigh assumption at this time, considering the many
uncertainties that still remain, but in the
long-run further refinement wil1 be needed,
particularly for high-speed ships.
Combined Vertical and Lateral Nave Bending

The above procedures, however, can only
Drovide orobabilitv information on stresses at
ieparate~ specific-points, not the simultaneous
stresses at different points. It is clear,
therefore, that this problem of providing
detailed combined bending moment information in
D?Obabilitv format for use of the structural
designer r;quires further research.
Meanwhile, for the present we have two
practical alternatives: 1) to confine the
major calculation efforts to vertical bending,
with an empirical allowance for the effects of
combined vertical and lateral bending; 2) to
substitute a single extreme regular wave (at
different headings) for the irregular seaway,
which can provide an approximate deterministic
solution.
Torsional moments are also of interest,
nninly in respect to their effect on local
stresses, such as at hatch corners. RAOS can
be calculated or obtained experimentally and,
hence, probabilities of stresses at specific
points can be calculated. It is not expected
that torsional loads will have a significant
effect on ultimate strength of the hull girder,
however.

A ship sailing obliquely into a train of
waves will be subject to unsymmetrical bending
about a neutral axis that continually shifts its
angular position. This can be accounted for by
considering that there is a lateral (horizontal)
as well as a vertical component of longitudinal
bending moment. (Note that the directions are
not really horizontal and vertical when the
ship rolls.) RAOS for lateral bending moment
can be determined either by experiment [19]
or by theoretical calculation [17]. Lateral
bending moment is mainly a dynamic effect.
since the only gravity force~ are proportional
to the sine of the roll angle. If one is
concerned only with extreme stresses--as occur
at the deck-sheer strake intersection and at
the bilge--an effective vertical bending moment
can be determined [7] [20]. This effective
bending moment is that simple vertical moment
that would produce the same stress all across
the deck as the maximum deck edge stress
resulting from combined vertical and horizontal
bending. It depends on the ratio of the section
moduli for vertical and lateral bending.

Oynamic Vibratory Bendin$
The vibratory loads excited by waves at
sea are of relatively high frequency, corresponding to the natural frequencies of hull
vibration. As indicated in our 1975 paper [1],
these loads are either transient or cyclic in
nature. The former category is generally
described by the terms slamming and whipping,
where slamming refers to the initial effect of
a wave-ship impact and whipping to the consequent vertical hull vibration in one or more
modes. Nave-excited cyclic responses are
generally referred to as springing. Both the
transient and cyclic hull responses can, in
principle, be handled by the theory of vibration of a free-free beam. Since fairly complete discussions of the nature of these
vibratory loads and problems of dealing with
them in design are given in [1] and [7], only
some highlights will be considered here.
Examples of actual stress records showing both
low and hiah-freouencv effects (as shown in
Fig. 3), with ex&si~e
anaiysei for a dry
bulk carrier and a high-speed container ship,
are given in [9]. Mention should also be made
of the work of Professors Bishop and Price
[23] [24] in developing an integrated theory of
ship dynamic response, covering both low and
high frequencies, that clarifies short-term
behavior. Since the high-frequency effects
are not always present, it is desirable here
to consider them separately from low-frequency
responses for long-term predictions. See
Fig. 3.

However, for ultimate strength we are not
interested i“ the stress at the deck edge
(or bilge), since this structure is not likely
to fail under compressive loading. We are
more concerned with the behavior of deck (or
bottom) plating panels, and the above effective
bending moment is unrealistic because it assumes
that the deck edge stress continues uniformly
across the deck. The panel loads will be
greater or less than those calculated on the
assumption of vertical bending alone, and, of
course, the loads will have a non-uniform
distribution across the section. It is
difficult to deal with this problem without
considering the local longitudinal stresses at
critical points in the section, and thjs can
be done for a specific midship section by
calculating RAOS for stresses at the critical
points, using the RAOS for vertical and lateral
bending and their phase angles. Then short and
long-term probabilities can be calculated in
the same manner as for vertical bending moments,
as discussed in subsequent sections. Another
approach described by Oalzell [21] is to make
use of so-called cross spectra. tlegives an
example of combining the effects of vertical
bending moment, horizontal bending moment,
torsional moment, shearing forces and axial
force by this method. See also [20] and [22].

Sm-inaina can be treated as a stochastic
process ov~r ihe short-term, and methods are
available for calculating the RAOS, assumfng
that only the fundamental [2-noded) vertical
mode need be considered. A method of calculation was first presented and applied by
Goodman [25] and later extended--particularly
for Great Lakes bulk carriers--by Hoffman and
van Hooff [26] and Stiansen, et al [27].
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Full-scale strain recording on board S.S.
Wolverine State has captured hull girder slam
and whipping stress variations experienced during
rough sea operations of the vessel. Evaluation
o? data 1333 obtained in various sea states has
shown that the severity of slam response--when
it occurs--tends to be somewhat insensitive to
sea condition. Fig. 5 shows histograms of
midship slam stress variation for the Wolverine
-when
exposed to different Beaufort Nos.
The similarity of the high-stress portions of
these histograms can be explained by noting that
though slamming frequency and severity are
increasing functions of sea state, and vary with
ship speed and heading, the latter two are
under the control of the ship master who will
tend to alter course and speed so as to keep
the frequency and severity of such slam loadings
within reasonable bounds, according to his
experience.

17,9W,s!
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Presumably, continued research and study
may eventually permit us to predict accurately
the frequency of slamming and the resulting
additional bending moments expected under
different conditions. However, the factor that
makes this goal not only elusive but also in a
sense unnecessary of attainment is the above
practice of the master to alter course or speed
to prevent slatnningimpacts exceeding a certain
level of subjective severity. These changes cm
be quantified only by obtaining statistical data
on attainable speed o“ different types of ship
at different headings to a wide range of sea
conditions. However, what is really needed is
simply full-scale data on the additional bending
moment resulting from the most severe slamming
and whipping that are _
to happen. These
can be obtained by taking midship stress records
and translating them into bending moments, as
was done for the Wolverine State in [7]. Of
course, the severity of slamming that is permitted
will vary among individual captains and with ship
type, hull form, etc. Hence, data should be
collected from several ships of various types,
but not necessarily over long periods of time.
Records that include several storms in which
slatmningoccurs should suffice.
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Fig. 3 Typical Record of Midship Stress
Variation, M.v. Fotini L, Showing Filtered Low
and High-Frequency Stresses [7]
Having the RAOS, response spectra can be
calculated in the normal manner, and hence a
long-term cumulative distribution can be
determined. One difficulty is that wave spectral
data may not be sufficiently well defined i“ the
range of encounter frequencies corresponding to
the natural frequency of hull vibration. Another
is the abundant evidence [28] [29] that springing
is also excited by longer waves--at encounter
frequencies that are whole fractions (sub-harmonics) of the natural frequency--as well as by
short waves at resonant frequencies. Pending
the development and confirmation of a suitable
non-linear theory to explain these effects, it
may be possible to make an approximate allowance
for them.

The problem may be different for naval
ships that may be called upon to maintain high
speed into head seas in spite of local or hull
girder damage. Here the problem may be to
predict the highest impact loading to be expected
at a certain maximum speed in a particular
limiting sea state, in order that the structure
can be designed accordingly.

Most difficult of all to deal with is the
transient phenomenon of slamming--either associated with bottom impact or flare immersion.
A great deal of excellent work has been done on
bottom impact slarmningby Ochi [30] [31] and
others, which shows that it is possible in
principle to predict the frequency of occurrence
of slams under specified conditions of sea state,
ship drafts, speed and heading. Similarly,
Kaplan [32] and others have dealt with flare
entry slarmning. Following the slam, vibratory
whipping usually occurs which decays in accordance with the damping characteristics of the
ship. A study by van Hooff in [7] confirms the
general opinion that slams do not occur at random but within a fairly narrow range of phase
angles to the wave excitation. Typically, the
whiDPing that adds to the first wave-induced
hogging-moment peak after the slam will produce
a higher total bending moment than the slam
itsel?. See Fig. 4.

Some data on maximum whipping stress in
relation to quasi-static bending stress were
presented in the report of Corwnittee3 to the
ISSC 1973 [34] and quoted in [1]. Full-scale
data on four different ships, varying in length
from 130 - 230 m. (426 - 754 ft.) are given by
Aertssen [35J.
Thermal Effects
Records of midship stress obtained on
five bulk carriers [36] [9] indicated surprisingly
high thermal effects. These showed a consistent
diurnal variation, with magnitudes of 3-5 kpsi
in some cases. The temperature gradients that
36
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Definition of Stresses and Phase Angles Involved in Sla!mning[7]

Peak-to-peak Slam Stress Distributions in Different Weather Conditions,
S.S. Wolverine State [33]

produce such thermal stresses may not be, strictly
speaking, loads but they are considered as loads
here because they have similar effects.

it can be assumed that such local high thermal
stresses can be ignored when considering ultimate
strength.

Although it often happened that high thermal
stresses occurred at times of low wave bending
stresses (sunny weather), and vice versa (stormy
and cloudy weather), this was not always the
case [36]. The exceptions are presumably times
when a heavy swel1 was running while the weather
was clear.

In order to include overall thermal effects
in design calculations, two distinct steps are
required: estimating the magnitude of the effect
under different conditions of sun exposure (Fig.
6) and estimating the frequency of occurrence of
these different conditions in se?vice. A procedure for dealing with this problem was presented by Lewis, et al [7] and sunrnarizedin
the 1975 paper [1]. Little further work has
been done on the subject.

It should be noted that the thermal stress
changes recorded here were overal1 averages,
Since they were based on combined p~rt and star.
board readings. Because of the effect of 1ocal
shading, it can be expected that even larger
thermal stresses would be experienced. HOWWP,
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Evidence From Full-Scale Tests

I

A sound approach to the application of
probability methods to predicting extreme hull
loads--particularly those due to waves--requires
the study of statistical data on actual loads
measured in service. Fortunately, considerable
ful1-scale stress data have been collected in
recent years under projects sponsored by SSC,
ABS and others [36] [39]. A sunrnaryof ships
involved in such tests is given in Appendix 2.

7[’’’”””
Various analyses and studies of the above
full-scale results [40] [41] have revealed a
number of basic facts:
- During a short-term observation (i.e.
periods of time in which statistical measures of
response do not vary significantly) the responses
can be considered to be stochastic precesse$,
treated statistically in a similar manner as
ocean waves.

L-l-J-4
Fig. 6

Calculated Thermal Stresses,
Wolverine State [7]

-\
\,
kilhb-,

- Consequently, short-term responses can
be described approximately by Rayleigh probability
density functions having the form shown in Fig.
7. (Such functions are handy because they are
completely described by a single parameter, as
previously explained.)

I

S.s.

P(x)
(KPS1
)-l

Local Loads
Finally, consideration must be given to
local loads, caused by cargo and internal or external fluid pressures, that would be applied
to main hul1 girder components such as the
bottom shel1. Insofar as the primary load
criterion is concerned, the principal local load
to be considered is that of hydrostatic pressure
on the double bottom. AS discussed by Evans [37],
this secondary loading results in a bending
moment at the middle of each hold and a larger
one in way of each bulkhead. The former causes
significant compression in the bottom plating
and tensile stress in the inner bottom, both of
which would be superimposed on the longitudinal
bending stresses. These local stresses are
higher in the vicinity of longitudinal girders
in transversely framed bottoms, but would be
more uniform across the ship in the case of the
more common longitudinal double bottoms. Since
the bottom pressure is higher when wave crest is
amidships than when wave tt.oughis amidships,
this effect is greatev i“ hogging than in sag.
glng and would increase the compressive stresses.
Pressures can be approximated on the basis of
static head for the present purpose, although
methods have been developed for taking into
account the dynamic effects of ship motions.
See Hoffman [3B],
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Typical Fit of R.ayleighOensity Functjo”
to Wave Stress Oata [41]

- Bending moment response varies with the
following factors, in order of decreasing
importance: significant wave height, ship
heading to waves, wave spectral shape or apparent period, ship loading, ship speed.
- Hence, statistical analysis is facilitated
by separating data in accordance with these
faCtOrS, particularly significant wave height
(or other measure of sea severity, such as the
indirect measure of Beaufort No. or wind speed).

Although local stresses can be added to
longitudinal bending stresses, the true effect
of combined local and longitudinal bending on
ultimate strength is a complex matter, to be
discussed in a later secticm.

- The statistical long-term distribution
of bending moments (derived from stresses by
means of static “calibrations” in port) can be
36
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RMS Stresses fpom Short-Term Records plotted vs. Beaufort No.,
S.S. Wolverine State in North Atlantic Service [41].

interpreted as a summation of many short-term
distributions.
The accompanying Fig. 8 presents samples
of ful1-scale results obtained by Teledyne
Materiak Research for the S.S. Wolverine State
[41]. The plot shows Rayleigh parameters (rmsvalues) divided into different Beaufort Nos.
(wind speeds), each point representing one 20minute stress record. The nns data show roughly
normal distributions of the parameters within
each Beaufort No. (except above Beaufort 8, where
data are relatively scarce). The scatter is d“e
mainly to the factors previously mentioned-variation in spectral shape, ship heading, ship
loading, and ship speed. In addition, the
variability in wave height vs. 8eaufort No. is
an important factor here (See Compton [42]).

.

Fig. 9 shows the result of a similar analysis
of available records for the SL-7 containership,
divided into 8eaufort No. groups. Visually the
fit of the Rayleigh parameters to a normal distribution seems reasonably good. (These results
are from an unpublished Webb Institute report
to A8S)
On the basis of the preceding discussion of
observed loads, we can now proceed to consider
suitable ways to describe the wave loads for
design. It has been shown that damage can occur
either on the basis of a single very large bending
moment causing failure or as a result of cumulative damage resulting from many CyCleS of
repeated loads. To predict the first tYpe of
ultimate failure, we m“ make “se of either ~
cumulative distribution of all cycles of load,
as discussed above, or we can focus attention
on only the highest loads by mea”s of ~xtyeme
value theory or order statistics [Ochi, 43].
FOP the second type of damage, fatigue, only
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Fig. 9 Comparison of Stress Histograms With
Normal Distributions, SL-7 Container Ship.

a complete picture of all load cycles will
suffice, as provided by a long-term cumulative
distribution.
Statements to the effect that we &
use
order statistics to find the highest expected
load are not correct, since a cumulative distribution of loads will tell us the value that
is expected to be exceeded once in a ship’s
lifetime--or the lifetimes of 100 ships. This
is as good a measure of extreme load as the
expected highest value. As a matter of fact,
the two values should be approximately equal
The former method has been in use for compat’ative sutdies for many years by all classification
societies and many researchers. It can, in
principle, provide complete loading information
for both ultimate strength and fatigue.
The extreme value approach has been applied,
particular y in recent years, to offshore
structures when fatigue is not under consideration. It has been developed into a rigorous
design method by Ochi, who has found that it
is a simple and useful method when only the
ultimate or most severe 1ifetime load is
required [43] [44]. He has shown that when
properly carried out, the two approaches lead
to comparable results [43].
This paper wil1 deal mainly with the longterm cumulative distribution method, which
involves first the problem of short-term
probabilities previously discussed.

The next step is to obtain RAOS for bending
moment by either model test or calculation.
Model experiments in regular waves involve an
extensive program to cover al1 wave lengths
and headings, Plus several speeds and at least
two conditions of loading. Hence, theoretical
computer calculations are preferable for conventional ship forms. However, the need for
continuing verification of theory by model
testing, especially for new or unconventional
forms, must not be overlooked. A number of
computer programs are available for calculating
the RAOS at all headings, typically in increments
of 30 or 45” [53] [17].

Cumulative Probabilities
The long-term cumulative approach was
first developed by Bennet [45], Band [46],
Lewis [40], and Nordenstrdm [47] as a means
of analyzing ful1-scale stress data obtained
over periods of one to three years and
extrapolating to longer periods, corresponding
to the lifetime of a ship--or of many ships.
The approach was then applied to calculating
predicted long-term probabilities of exceedance for bending moment (or stress), for
design use.

Having the RAOS, the bending moment response
spectra can be calculated by superposition for
all of the selected wave spectra. Sometimes the
spectra are assumed to represent long-crested
seas for simplicity. But this results in

Different writers have presented many
variations of the basic long-term prediction
procedure, including Compton [42], Lewis,
et al [7], Nordenstr6m [47], Fukuda [48],
Seeding [49], Goodman [50], Oalzell, et al [9]
and Ochi [43]. They are all based on the idea
of predicting short-term probabilities and
then combining them on the basis of assumed
1ifetime service profiles to obtain long-term
probabilities. Some variations in the
various methods:
-

Choice of wave spectra.

-

Sequence of dealing with various factors.

The simplest and most common method of doing this
is to adopt a mathematical spectral formulation-such as the 2-parameter ISSC formula [51]--which
for each significant height (spectral area)
allows for a wide variation in location of the
spectrum peak. See Fig. 10. This approach
leaves something to be desired in the investigation of wave loads, where the extreme rather
than average conditions are most important,
because actual sea spectra show far more variety
in shape than this idealized family. A method
that allows for shape variation is to use a
random sample of wave spectra, grouped by their
areas, so that a variety of realistic shapes
are utilized [40]. Fig. 11. A family of 8 to
10 spectra having the same significant height
will provide a means of determining a mean and
standard deviation of rms response (for fixed
shiD SDeed and headinu). This aDDYOaCh to
selectin spectra has-been made more explicit
by Ochl? 52], who developed a formulation of
double-peaked spectra, established descriptive
parameters, and then used statistical wave
data to arrive at suitable families or groups
of spectra to use in the calculations. This
method may be more complicated than results
justify. In any case, five or six different
significant heights are needed. Ochi [43]
has also developed an interesting weighted
sample technique for selecting spectra.
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- Whether or not component and final
distributions are fitted to specific mathematical
formulations.
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The first step in all methods is the
selection of suitable sea spectra covering a
wide range of both severity (i.e. significant
height or spectral area) and spectral shape.

Fig. 10
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ISSC Ideal Wave Spectrum Family
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Fig. 11 Example of 10 Sample Wave Spectra Having
a Significant Height of 30 ft. [95]
consistent over-estimates, and therefore it is
preferable to introduce short-crestedness (the
result of differences in direction of component
waves in a storm sea) by means of a suitable
“spreading function”, as discussed subsequent y.
Almost all methods in general use for predicting a long-term cumulative distribution of
bending moment amplitudes begin with the
assumption that a Rayleigh distribution is an
adequate statistical description of the shortterm response--either the single (peak-to-mean)
or double (peak-to-trough)amplitudes of bending
moment. For greater accuracy, the previously
mentioned generalized distribution involving
the band-width parameter, . , could be used but
would add greatly to the complexity of the
calculations. Until all other aspects of
design calculations are brought to a higher
level of precision, this refinement is considered unnecessary.

In order to predict the long-term distribution, we must combine many conditional distrib”tions--assumed to be Rayleigh--~epresentative
of all the situations expected to be encountered
in a ship’s lifetime. These different situations
can be described by a number of parameters, first
those that refer to wave conditions:
Significant height,
Spectral shape.
Directional chavacterjstics,of
- one wave system, or
- combinations of two or more storm seas
or a sea and swell.
In order to simplify the problem, it is customary
to neglect wave systems coming from more than one
direction and to assume one particular form of
spreading function to describe the short-crestedness of a single storm sea,
f(u) = :

The Rayleigh probability density function
for single amplitudes, x, as derived from (4)
is,
p(x) = x/m. e-xL12mo

(6)

and integrating,
P(xi) = prob (x ~xi)

.
p(X) dx =

=
I xi

~-x~/2mo . ~-x~/2 02

(7)

where .2 is the mean-square value (variance) of
deviations from the mean and
2
0 = m.
where m. is the area under the response spectrum.

COS2 M

(8)

where u is the angle between an angular wave
component and the dominant wave direction. If
the one-dimensional or point spectrum is S< (.),
the directional spectrum is assumed to be,
Sc ( w, u) = St (.) f(u).
Variations in significant height are
defined by variations in the area under the
spectrum. Variations in spectrum shape can be
defined either by use of families of randomly
selected measured spectra or by using a fornlu
lation that specifies families on the basis of
characteristic periods, as previously explained.
The following parameters refer to ship
conditions:
Loading (drafts).
Speed.
Heading to the seaway,

and $, which are assumed to be mutually independent. The long-term formulation may be expressed
in many ways, but it is basically a joint probability of x and O, expressed as,

The most important of these variables to
consider is the ship heading relative to dominant ~ave directjon. Ship speed, which has a
relatively small effect on wave bending moment,
can be eliminated as a variable by assuming
either the design sea speed or the highest
practicable speed for the particular sea
condition and ship heading under consideration.
The effect of amounts and distribution of
cargo and other weights, which in turn affect
draft and trim, transverse stability, longitudinal radius of gyration, etc., can be a
,-~~pl
i~~t~d
p~rhlm.Usually, however, it can
be simplified by assuming two representative
conditions of loading, such as normal ful1
load and ballasted, or typical outbound and
jnbou”d. Then completely independent short
and long-term calculations can be carried out
for both, or attention can be concentrated on
the condition giving the higher values of
bending moment.

(9)

q(x, u) = P(xla) P(.),

where P(x(0), the probability of x for a given
o, is the conditional density function of x
with respect to o, assumed to be Rayleigh. Thus
-X2J2.2
(lo)
P(xIO) = (x/a2) e
and p(a) is a complicated function--or group of
functions--that defines the probabilities of a
on the basis of different combinations of
the variables, H113, s, $; i.e. o is a function
of H1,3> s, $.
The density function of x is q(x) =
/q~x,o) do , and the ‘wnulative long-term
distribution, which is of particular interest
to us, is obtained by a second integration, so
that,
9’?

With the above simplifications, we are left
with the following variables, or parameters,
to be considered In any one probabilIty calculation: significant wave height, H1ls; spectrum
shape, S; and ship heading to the seaway, 4’.
S indicates a generalized quantity which can be
defined in dif~erent ways.

,[x>xi)
‘/xi/0

Resoonse sw?ctra are calculated then for
one or two conditions of loading, for al1 ship
headings and for all sea spectra, using an
appropriate ship speed for each. Each response
ting
spectrum is then integrated and the resuli
rms values, a, are the parameters that
characterize all of the short-term responses

,(x,

o)d.

d.

Since one of the integrals, the cumulative
Rayleigh distribution, is

) xi

The final step in the calculations combines
al1 of the above Rayleigh distributions,
weighted by the frequency of occurrence of the
different spectrum shapes, ship headings, and
significant wave heights. An attempt will be
made to describe the basic vrinciDies in the
most general terms possible’,so that the
various procedures now in use can be understood
as var-i.ations
of the general approach. First
of all, it must be clearly stated that in what
follows the variable under consideration, x,
is the peak-to-mean amplitude of bending
moment, i.e. the deviation of successive peaks
(usually the highest maxima between zero
crossings) from the mean value. (It is usually
assumed that the response is symmetric about
the mean and therefore that the statistics
of sagging and hogging are the same). It should
be noted that in some cases the double amplitude,
peak-to-trough values have been considered the
prime variable.
The long-term probability density function
is obtained as a sumnation of many short-term
density functions, weighted by the frequency
Of occurrence of each. Initially we assumed
that each short-term sample has the same number of amplitudes or peaks. The short-term
functions are conditional probabilities, since
it is assumed that each applies while the ship
is operating in a particular steady sea condition
at constant heading to the sea (as well ~5 at
constant loading and speed). Each fu”’tion is
defined by its Rayleigh parameter, .2= mo, or
c .@,
determined by the variables H
1/3, s
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the above becomes,

.
Q(x>xi)

=

2
e-xi2’20

p(c) do

(12)

/o
whereo=

0(H1,3, S, y).

The problem is to define the complicated
manner in which o varies with the parameters
H113s s, $. i.@. tO determine P(.). one approach
Is to assume that p(u) can be replaced by a
joint density function of H1,3, S, b all assumed
to be independent,
p(H1,3, S, $) = P(H1,3) P(S) P($)

(13)

This is equivalent to the othe~ expression,
P(U), since for each combination of values of
the parameters there wil1 be a specific value of
o to be incorporated into the integration. 1“
either case, three separate steps are required,
and different researchers have made different
assumptions and simplifications in carrying out
these steps. (Appendix 1 summarizes the
assumptions made by various classification
societies in 1973). They all arrive at weighting
functions or probabilities indicating the contribution of each combination of parameters
to the total probability density function of .,
defining the Rayleigh distributions. (Initially

each of these is assumed to cover the same
number of peaks, or x-values.)

The summation with respect to HI/j is done last,
so that a serie$ of long-term CW-VM for different
wave groups is an intermediate step (Fig. 12).
The final IonQ-term result. determined bv numeriCal sunnnation~can be presented graphically
(Fig. 12), although in some procedures it
fitted to some specific fumti o”, swch as a
Weibull distribution. (The 3-parameter Weibull
density function, which includes the Rayleigh
as a special case, has a wide range of applications, both short and long-term. Fitting to
this function can be done by plotting on
special Weibul1 probability paper.) However, it
should be emphasized that it is unnecessary to
fit the final calculated long-term probabilities
to any explicit distribution function.

In practice, the above short and long-term
probabilities are calculated by numerical sum.
nkationinstead of by integration. For example,
one might make use of 5 significant wave height
bands, 10 different spectral shapes or mean
periods and 12 bands of ship headings.
The procedure in use at ABS and Webb
Institute is based on the study of full-scale
data which suggested that if data are stratified
into different sea (or wind) groups, the Rayleigh
parameters of the response within each group
follow approximately a normal density function
(truncated at 0), as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.
Hence, Band [46] showed that the single
function, p(o), can be separated into the
product of two functions, one being the probability density function of o within individual
wave height groups and the other the probability
~~~~ewhich the ship encounters each wave group.

Another approach is that of Nordenstrbm [47],
who left the summation over ship heading to the
last step and expressed all other probabilities
in the Weibull format.
Fukuda [48] also carried out the sumnation
over shiP heading as the last step, but he
retained the Rayleigh distribution to describe
the short-term respons~ with parameters HI/3,
S and $ constant. He made use of an idealized
wave spectrum formulation in which Ta, the
average period, is the shape parameter, and a
tabulation of observed wave heights and periods
defined the probabilities, from which the joint
probability distribution of the Rayleigh para-

(14)

P(.) = P(H1,3) - P’(o)

where c in p’(o) depends on S and $, and P*(u)
is assumed to be a normal distribution on the
basis of ful1-scale observations previously
discussed. Spectrum shape is accounted for by
using families of measured wave spectra having
equal areas, and equal probability of all
headings is assumed. See Lewis [40].

~:;:d”;ugr:c~;;:io”

Another difference among procedures is
that, whereas most methods assume that all
short-term samples cover the sank?number of
cycles of load, Ochi [43] points out that this
assumption is not correct. Hence. he has shown
that ‘itis important to allow fot-”thefait that
different sea spectra, ship headings and ship
speeds will lead to different numbers of cycles
(OV peaks) per unit time. This correction has
also been introduced by Seeding [49].

Then, for the assumed normal distribution
of o in each wave group and ship heading,

p’(c) = (l/n

~-(~ - m)*/2s2,

(15)

where m is the mean value and s is the standard
deviation of os for each combination of S and
$. Hence, for all conditions combined,
-X,2,202
Q(x, xi]=z

Xe
?/3

(1/
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Fig. 12

A few simple calculations for a ship of
500-ft length in regular waves of its own
length (which give near-maximum bending moment)
wil1 show the magnitude of speed and heading
effects on number of cycles. See Table 1.

P(H1,3) ,

i

e-[” -

‘f Hi/3 and Ta’ ‘as

(16).

,—

,

o(x>xi),
FUaABILTY OF EXCEEDINGxi
Predicted Long-Term Piobability of Exceeding Peak-to-Mean Stress Values in
Different Weather Groups, S.S. Wolverine State and Hoosier State [41]
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Table I

Since this more accurate expression involves
a great deal of calculation, it was of interest
to determine whether or not it would have a
significant effect on the long-term prediction.
Accordingly, computer calculations were carried
out of wave bending moment amidships for the
SL-7 container ship at all headings to one family
of short-crested seas. Assumed conditions:

Effects of Speed and Heading on C cles
of Bending Moment (Regular NavesY
16 Knots
Te sec.

Head SeaS
Beam Seas
Following Seas

n = cycles in 20 reins.

6.7
10
20

179
120
60

25 knots
Ship Speed
24.5 feet
Significant wave height
Equal probability of all headings
RAOS from Oavidson Lab. model tests

20 Knots
Te sec.
Head Seas
Beam Seas
Following Seas

n = cycles in zo mjns.

6.0
10
28.5

The results showed a wide range of n-values
(from 210 cycles in 20 minutes in head seas to
28 cycles in following seas). However, the mean
value of bending moment came out to be almost
identical (0.4% diffet-ence). The reason for this
smal1 effect appeared to be that the bending
moment is almost the same for head and following
seas (although lower for other headings). Hence,
the difference in weighting of head and bow seas
had 1ittle effect on the average. The actual
calculations are summarized in Appendix 3.

200
120
42

Suppose account is taken of variations in
the nwnber of amplitudes in a given period of
tfme, dS proposed by Ochi. It is necessary
then to compute, in addition to the areas of
response spectra, mo, the second moments, m2,
as well
The number of crests per unit time
(i.e. maxima between O-crossings) is equal to
the number of zero up-crossings, or
(for each short-term case). A
+r m

It is believed that this result is typical
of what would be expected for any ship when
bending moment only is considered. In the case
of pitching motion or vertical acceleration at
bon, both of which show much higher response in
head than in following seas, it would be expected,
however, that this correction would have a
significant effect. It is concluded then that
for calculating long-term bending moments, the
introduction of number of cycles can be omitted.

weighting function must then be applied whereby
each n is multiplied by the ratio,
NO. of crests per unit time, short-term
Ave. no. crests/unit time, long-term, n
1
27n
-r

‘2
~

.
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Lifetime Probabi1ities
Up to this point, the variable x being
considered is the amplitude of a peak or halfcycle of bending moment, hog or sag, between
O-crossings. Hence, the probabilities arrived
at may be termed probabilities per cycle.
However, ultimately we are concerned with probabilities to be related to the probabilities
of strength (capability). In the latter, consideration is given to the effect of material
quality, scantlings, workmanship, etc., on the
variability of load-carrying ability of the
structure, i.e. the variability in strength of
many similar ships. Neglecting the effects of
fatigue and corrosion for the present, the
strength probabi1ity has no relation to the
number of cycles of load, and in fact, represents
a fixed characteristic of the structure that is
independent of time. In other words, neglecting
corrosion and fatigue, it represents the probable
failure load at any time in the ship’s lifetime.
Hence, a compatible form for the probabi1ity of
loads (demand) would be to consider many similar
ships and to determine the density function for
the bending moment expected to be exceeded once
in the lifetime of any one ship.

The average number of crests per unit time
for all as,

do

(17)

and the corrected cumulative probability
distribution becomes,
m

Expressed as a summation for calculation purposes,

Of course, on the average the bending
moment value to be exceeded once in a ship’s
1ifetime can be read from the cumulative distribution at the value of NL= l/Q, where Q is the
probability per cycle, and NLis the number of
cycles in a lifetime. To obtain the number of
cyc”lesexpected in a ship’s 1ifetime, a rough
estimate may suffice. But an accurate value may

(19)
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be determined from the previously given equation
(17) for n.and total time t (sec.),
since NL= n t.

The fluctuating mean load is the so-called
still water bending moment, discussed in a previous section. In general the specification
of two probability curves, one for outbound (A)
and the other for inbound (B) conditions, will
provide the information needed for fatigue
design. However, one additional item is needed:
the time that the ship operates in condition A
before changing to B, time operating in condition
8, etc. In general both times will be equal
simply to one-half the total round voyage time
and will be measured in weeks. To be more
accurate the effects of consumption of fuel and
additions of salt water ballast should be
included.

But when many ship$ are considered, the
1ifetime exceedance value would be higher fotsome and less for others. In fact, there is
theoretically a probability of 0.67 that this
average value wil1 be exceeded by any one ship.
The meaning of this probability is that 67% of
a large fleet of similar ships would be expected
to experience a bending moment greater than the
above average in their 1ifetimes. Hence, the
bending moment corresponding to N.is not a
satisfactory design value, although it is useful
for comparative purposes.
To obtain a meaningful design value for
the extreme bending mment to be expected in
service, we must consider what may be termed
the “lifetime probability.~t This is the
probability that a given level of bending moment
will be exceeded by any one of a large number
of ships (e.g., a probability of .01 means one
ship in a hundred, .001 means 1 in a thousand,
etc.). The 1ifetime Drobabilitv can be determined in several ways; but the host convenient
is simply to extend the 1ong-term cumulative
distribution (Fig. 16) to much lower probabilities
(larger N) than would otherwise be required.
Karst [54] has shown that for many load cycles,

The cyclic loading consists of the lowfrequency wave-induced bending moments a“d the
high-frequency dynamic bending moments previously
discussed. Their phase relationship is perhaps
of less significance for fatigue than for
brittle fracture. At any i-ate,long-term cumulative distributions of low-frequency loads should
be available as part of the load determination
for ultimate loading. However, the earlier
discussion of dynamic loads was directed mainly
toward the problem of their possible contribution
to ultimate failure, To determine the cyclic
load spectra of dynamic loads, additional information is needed. One must estimate or predict:
a) The frequency of occurrence during a
ship’s lifetime of episodes of slamming and
springing.

Lifetime probability of exceedance =
(cumulative prob.fcycle) (number of cycles
in lifetime) = Q . N.
(20)

b) The number of cycles of whipping and
rate of decay following a slam, or

For example, if there are 108 cycles in a ship’s
lifetime, and we read a certain bending moment
value at Q = 10-10, then the lifetime probability
of exceedinq that value is
~o-lO-x ,.8 .10-2

c) The average number of cycles of
springing i“ one episode a“d the corresponding
distribution function.
In principle, it should be possible some time
in the future to make predictions of the above
for a specific ship on a particular trade route.
For the present, estimates on the basis of
measured data on similar ships should suffice,
since there are so many uncertainties in
determining fatigue strength. Hence, a long-tevm
distribution of each high-frequency load can
be constructed.

(equivalent to Ochi’s risk parameter, a = 0.01)
Similarly, lifetime probabilities can be
determined for other values of bending moment,
as shown by the upper scale of Fig. 24, which
is discussed in a later section.
However, it should be noted that the
above is an approximation which breaks dew” when
cumulative probability per cycle equals the
reciprocal of the number of cycles. At this
point, the correct value for 1ifetime probability
is 0.67 instead of 1.0. The value approaches
1.0 as load approaches zero, but this range is
of no interest to us.
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From each of these distributions one can
obtain a cyclic load spectrum in the following
manner. The reciprocal of the probability is
the number of cycles, N. For a ship’s lifetime
of NL cycles, a scale of NF = NL - N is then
constructed on the distribution plot. Then NF
gives the number of cycles expected in the
ship’s lifetime of any desired level of bending
moment. See Figure 13, which deals with wave
bending effects only [55].

Lifetime Cyclic Loading (based on [7])
From the fatigue viewpoint the type cf
loading is one of irregular cyclic load reversal,
usually with fluctuating mean load and possible
occasional overload at points of stress concentration. It is further complicated by diurnal
thermal stress variations. These loads are
tabulated below along with the estimated cycles
of load reversal for each in a typical ship’s
lifetime:
Still water
340
Wave bending
10’ - 10’
Oynamic
106
7000
Thermal

Renort SSC-240 r71 oives sample c.vclic
loading”“spectra” fo~ ~h~ s.S. !401ver{neState,
as shown in Fig. 14. The curves for lowfrequency wave bending were obtained from the
long-term cumulative distribution of bending
moment by converting to stress and reversing
the scale, as previously explained. The curve
for dynamic loading (slamming and whipping) was
obtained by first estimating a lifetime histogram
of stress cycles, using available voyage records
as a guide, then integrating.
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discussed previously in connection with the
consideration of combining lateral and vertical
1ongitudinal bending components, where the two
components are at the same frequency.

[
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Number
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Unfortunately one simple, practical solution
is not available. Methods of combining loads
or stresses based on statistical methods of
combining variances are inadequate unless the
form of the correspond ng probabi1ity density
function is known. Hence, for practical purposes,
it seems best to consider different combinations
of loads separately, and a review of the situation
will show where further research is needed.

10 10= 10, !o~ 10, ,0. w
M.WBEROF CYCLES

,0$

Long-Term Distribution of Bending
or Stress, with Reversed Seale Showing
of Cycles of Different Stress Levels
Ship Lieftime (lOa Cycles) [7, 55].

Finally, information should be provided on
the expected diurnal variation of thermal effects,
as previously noted.
The above information should provide the
data needed by the stress analyst to evaluate
the different types of cyclic loadings, as wel1
as the variation in mean stress, as discussed
subsequently.
COMBINING LOADS

The combination of 1ow-frequency waveinduced bending moments with still water moments
is discussed by Lewis, et al [7]. Here it is
assumed that for most ships the stil1 water
bending moment can be described by two normal
distributions, one corresponding to a full-load
condition and the other a ballast or 1ight-load
condition, corresponding to (A) outbound and
(B) inbound, or vice versa, voyages. Fig. 15,
It is then recommended that complete short and
long-term calculations be carried out for both
conditions A and B. To obtain single long-term
curves for hogging and sagging--including still
water bending--requires that the wave bending
moments be first expressed as a probability
densit function (instead of a cumulative distribution7
The functions for stilI water.a“d
bending moments can then be combined on the
basis of joint probability, since the two
phenomena are essentially independent [7] [34’J.
Let x be a random variable describing the
wave-induced bending moment (hog or sag). The
density function of x will be called pw(x).
Let y be a random variable describing the still
water bending moment, with density function
PS(Y), which will be assumed to be normal. We
are interested in the cumulative distribution
function for the random variable z = (x + y),
which is given by the convolution integral [7],

One of the most difficult problems--or
series of problems--to be solved in attaining
a rational approach to hul1 structural design
is that of combining the different loads
previously discussed into one complete picture
in probability format. As pointed out before,
the various loads that are superimposed have
widely varying frequencies. Furthermore, it
is often difficult to separate loads from
stresses. H~gh-frequency loads usually evince
themselves as stress (or deflection) waves
throughout the length of the ship, originating
in local hydrodynamic pressures. Local loads
(forces and moments) on panels and structural
components can best be determined from the
stresses acting around the boundaries. Hence,
many schemes for combining loads actually deal
with combining stresses. This problem was

.
P(z)

Fig. 14

.,

NWi.

(21)

/ -m
Since pw(x) is not known in explicit form, the
above integral cannot be evaluated analytically.
However, it can be determined numerically for
any specific case. Fig. 16.

1

Lm

PW(X) P*(Z - X) dx

=
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Estimated Cyclic Loading Spectra for S.S. Wolverine State [7]
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Estimated Probabi1ity Density Functions of Still Water Bending Moment
for S.S. Wolverine State [7]

We come now to combining the thermal effects,
which can be interpreted in terms of a zero
bending moment at night when thermal gradients
are small and an effective sagging bending
moment in daytime--especially if the sun is
shining. To simplify this problem of combining
loads, we can make the conservative assumption
that the thermal effects are always pt-ese”ti“
day time and then have a constant value, Al1
wave data can be roughly divided into two
classifications--thosethat QCCW at night with
n? thermal effects and those that occur.in daytlme, with thermal effects sumri !wmsed. This
m show” j“
would lead to two long-term ciIr-ves~
Fig. 1~. We can conclude the” that a safe,
aPPrOxlmate treatment of thermal effects is to
shift the base line by one-half the amount of
the average total change in effective thermal
“bending moment.”

Finally, another low-frequency effect-that of local loads--is usually calculated in
terIiIS
of stresses. From the viewpoint of
structural design, however, more importance
attaches to the effect of such loads on ultimate
strength. For example, the hydrostatic pressure
on the under side of the double bottom may
affect the longitudinal buckling load of the
double bottom structuve. Hence, informatim o“
such secondary loadings should be supplied to
the structural designer.
Thus, insofar as the possibility of damage
or U1timate failure by buckling or permne”t
set is concerned, the complete low-frequency
hul1 loading picture can often be presented
in the form of two sets of long-term curves, one
for outbound a“d the other for-inbound--as in
Fig. 16--adjusted for thermal effects.
The combining of dynamic or vibratioml
loads with those previously discussed poses a
number of more difficult problems. Not only
do these loads act at different frequencies,
but some are transient (slamming and whipping)
and others are steady state but intermittent
(springing, which may occur in head and beam
seas, for example, and not in following seas).

SAG

HOG

Fig. 16 Lonq-Ter-mDistribution of Combj”ed
Bending Mo~ents: Wave Bending (Vertical and
Lateral) and Sti11 Water Bending [7]

Fig. 17 Typical Long-Term Distribution of Wave
Bending Moment, Sag and Hog, with Thermal
Effect Superimposed [7]
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;alzell, et al [9] made an extensive analysis
of stress records showing vibrational effects
for a typical ocean-going bulk carrier and a
high-speed container ship.
Considering springing first, it can be
assumed, as previously discussed, to be a stationary stochastic process--when it occurs.
Hence, a long-term cumulative distribution can
be calculated in a manner similar to that used
to determine such a distribution for low-frequency
wave bending moment. But serious problems
arise in attempting to combine these two
distributions directly, since account must be
taken of the manner in which the low and highfrequency bending moments combine. Furthermore,
these distributions must be compared with great
taution because the meaning of probabi1ity
changes when mixed frequencies are involved.
For example, when both low and high-frequency
(springing) bending are present, the springing
oscillations will be superimposed on the lowfrequency bending (Fig. 3), and there will be
many more bending moment maxima. The response
spectrum for a combined record wil1 have two
distinct peaks, as show” in Fig. 18, a“d will
therefore be a type of broad spectrum. Hence,
a Rayleigh distribution will not apply to the
peaks. The customary practical solution has been
to assume that use can be made of a ge”er.alized
Rayleigh distribution with broadness parameter
calculated from spectral moments. Such a
distribution defines all maxima [or minima), not
just the principal peaks between zero crossings.
To obtain the statistics of the principal peaks,
a different distribution applies, as discussed
by Battjes [56], who refers to the principal
peaks as crests. See Fig. 19. So far as
is known, this distribution has not been applied
to the problem.

\
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1,

2.00

1.00
Frequency

~t

0 zero crossings of ~(t)
Q upcrossings of ~(t) through h

t
X crest height above h

Fig. 19

Sketch Showing Relations Among Stress Maxima, “Crests,
” and Level Crossings [56]
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As previously noted, the number of springing
maxima in a given period of time will be much
greater than the number of low-frequency bending
maxima. Hence, the resulting long-term distribution of cmnbined bending will represent
probabilities governed by the high-frequency, or
sPrin9~n9, response. Fig. 20 [34] shows a
comparison of long-term distributions for wave
bending, springing, and combined loads, and
indicates how the latter two must be shifted on
the probability scale so that they will all be
comparable in time. However, if the 8attjes [56]
formulation could be used. which counts onlv
the highest m.iximumbetween zero crossings,”no
adjustment of the probability scale for the

T-A----,-----,%
1

1

STSD.

account of the spectrum broadness parameter for
the double-peaked response spectra [58].

Probably the best available approach for
combining low-frequency wave bending and
springing, for ships having a significant amount
.. . . is. to
. calc,,latea
. . .
of sprinaina.
long-term distribut:ion of combined bendirlg moment. To do
this requires that the RAOS for the combined
response be used, in conjunction with a
generalized Rayleigh distribution that takes

k
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Fig. 18 Typi’al Stress Response Spectrum for
Great Lakes 8ulk Carrier, Showing Two Oistinct
Energy Peaks [4]

Another alternative, that also apparently
has had only limited application, is to make
use of the probabilities of the highest maximum
(or minimum) in a period of say 20 -30 minutes
instead of the distribution of al 1 maxima. The
highest expected maximum in 20 minutes of combined
low and high-frequency bending can be derived
from the generalized Rayleigh distribution.
Van Hooff 157] has shown how the resulting longterm distribution, based on the highest maximum
in 20 minutes, can be interpreted in comparison
with one based on rms, o.
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Fig. 20

1

Theoretical Long-Term Distributions of Sti-essfor wave (LOW-FreqUeIICy),
Springing (High-Frequency),and Wave and Springing Combined,
Showing Shifts to Bring into a Comnon Time Scale [34]

combined curve wil1 be required.
As a practical matter, springing loads are
moderate in most ships and reach high levels
only in very full, flexible ships such as Great
Lakes bulk carriers.
Slanmningalso occurs under certain conditions
only--depending on sea severity and on ship
speed, heading and draft forward. But when it
does occur it is transient and occurs at
irregular intervals. Furthermore, it is followed
by a number of cycles of whipping that die out
as a result of damping. It does not combine
with wave-induced bending moment in a random
way, for there is a fairly 1imited range of
phase angles between a slam and the preceding
wave bending moment peak [7]. Hence, not only
nwst the occurrence of slamming be predicted,
but the phasing must be allowed for when it does
occur. And account must be taken of the fact
that speed and course will be adjusted by the
master to prevent S1ams exceeding some subjective
level of severity. For the present our only
recourse seems to be, as previously noted, to
make use of full-scale ship measurements to
determine an allowance for the amount by which
mak bending moments are permitted to increase
because of slamming and whipping on different
ship types. See Aertssen.[59], Lewis et al [1]
[7], and Dalzell, et al [9].
A further problem within the domain of the
structural designer must be considered in
relation to the effect of high-frequency loads
on U1timate strength. Even if one knows the
magnitude of a peak of combined low and highfrequency bending moment, is this a realistic
load to be considered in relation to possible
ultimate failure? Such failure involves
absorption of a large quantity of energy by
the structure, but the short duration of the
high-frequency load may mean that its effect
is significamtly t-educed. Hence, fo~ the
Tonwnt the problem is to furnish as complete
information as possible on the low and highfrequency loads, leaving it to the structural
researcher to determine their combined effect.

Finally there is the problem of combining
CYC1ic load spectra in relation to fatigue.
Since the stil1 water bending moment stays
reactively constant for long periods of time-between cargo changes or major ballast shifts
(often an entire one-way voyage)--it has the
effect of periodically changing the baseline
about which the other bending moments vary.
This constitutes, as previously noted, “irregular
CYC1ic load reversal with fluctuating mean
load.” A crude overall picture of the total
CYC1ic 1oad spectrum can be obtained by direct
superposition of low and high-frequency load
spectra, provided they are all calculated for
the same 1ifetime period. The problem of
obtaining more realistic spectra for fatigue.
testing of critical structural details is given
by Nibbering and Scholte [60], as discussed
sub$equently.
UNUSUAL BENDING MOMENTS
So far, consideration has been given only
to ship behavior in the open sea assuming
1inearity of waves and response. Hence, predictions of long-term wave bending moments are
valid only for such conditions. Therefore, in
order to establish the most extreme loads far
design, it is important to give attention to
possible wave conditions that would cause even
more severe bending moments. Some such conditions may be mentioned:
Steep, breaking (non-linear) waves
(mult~-directional).
Shoaling water (de ths of the same
order as ship-length waves7 .
- Opposing currents.
- Wave reflection from steep, rocky shores,
or jetties.
- Effects of earthquakes.
The mathematical model of the ocean wave
environment discussed earlier in this paper
assumes simple storm-generated waves uncontaminated by seas or swel1s from other storms,
and without influence of shallow water, currents
or nearby shores. The combination of point wave
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spectra of different shapes and areas, with a
spreading function to account for shortcrestedness, seems to provide a reasonably good repre.
sentation of this simplified situation. Only
when conditions become very severe does the
assumed 1inearity come into question. St.
Oenis [61] has warned that “when the sea attaim
such a severity that its surface takes on the
*ppearallceOf mOuntains in turmoi1, no representation based on 1inear or quasi-1inear theory
can possibly suffice to describe it and one
would need have recourse to a fundamentally nonlinear theory.....S, However, it is fortunate
that the non-1inear trend as waves become
higher and steeper is in the direction of
sharper crests and flatter hollows. (Note the
favorable “Smith effect” on calculated bending
moment in going from a sine wave to a “trochoidal”
or Stokes wave form). Work of Dalzell has shown
in fact that when experimental bending mmsnts
obtained in regular waves in a model basin are
plotted against wave height, the values usually
tend to fal1 below the 1inear trend when wave
heights are high [62]. Fig. 21. Hence, the
assumption of 1inearity is on the safe side.
Dalzell also found that much steeper waves-and therefore, higher bending nmments--could be
generated in the model tank than are ever
measured on full-scale ships at sea. Although
non-1inear wave theories are available for
regular waves, a non-1inear model of irregular
waves becomes highly complicated, as showfiby
St. Oenis [63].
One problem with very steep waves is the
breaking crests, which can be dangerous for smal1
craft and can cause damage to deck structure and
outfit, as noted by Buckley [64], even though
longitudinal bending may not be as severe.
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Fig. 21 Model Test Results for Heave, Pitch
and Bending Moment Coefficient, Model
in Regular Head Seas (Wave length, a = 1.OL;
Froude No. = 0.12 - 0.14) (Oavidson Lab. Report
R-926, Part II)

Since that time (1973), as a matter of fact,
considerable progress has been made in the
aPPliCat~On Of forecasting techniques to the
ship designer’s problem. In particular, the
ocean wave spectrum mdel developed at the
Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center (FNOC),
Monterey, Calif. (Lazanoff and Stevenson, 1975)
[66] has been expanded to cover the North
Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans, as well as
the Mediterranean Sea, and will be extended to
the southern hemisphere. Not only are the
resulting routine operational forecasts of
wave spectra of great value to ship operators,
but the accumulation of data over many years is
of potentially inestimable value to ship designers.

Assuming that a 1inear storm sea model is
generallY acceptable, consideration must be
given next to the fact that simple storms seldom
develop and decay in an otherwise undisturbed
ocean. Usually the sea’s surface is already
disturbed by the waves remaining from a previous
storm or by a swel1 from a distant storm or
storms. Lewis [40] attempted to account for
this effect by making use of samples of actually
measured spectra which showed irregularities and
double peaks that could be accounted for only by
the superposition of different storms. Ochi [43]
carried this further by developing a mathematical
formulation of families of point spectra with
double peaks. However, neither of these
approaches allOw for the fact that UW1lY
the
superimposed storms have different dominant
directions. Fig. 22. As noted in the report
of Committee 1, Environmental Conditions, to
the ISSC in 1973 [65] “Sea waves and swell both
from different directions are the rule, rather
than the exception, on the ocean surface...
However, the climatology of such situations of
sea and swell combinations is inadequate...
The most desirable solution is the measurement
of directional spectra. Experience has shown
this to be very difficult and very expensive-justifiable only for a limited number of reseai-ch
situations... Wave prediction techniques offer
the best potential for an adequate accounting of
the mixture of sea and swell which normally
exists on the ocean surface...’,

I
i.o

.sPECIRAL
PERIOD,
1 (SEC)
Fig. 22 O$rectional Sea Spectrum, Showing
Superposition of Wind Sea and Swell [61]
1
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Table II Typical Hindcast Directional Spectrum [68]
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To nmke the data available in useable form, a
cwrehensive project was undertaken some time
ago to develop a worldwide climatology as a
joint DTNSRDC/FNOC project (Bales and Cumins
[67]), using the computer bank of meteorological
data to “hindcast’!the wave spectra over a
period of many years. The principal advantages
of such hindcast spectra (Table 11) for design
use are:
- Wide coverage of the world‘s oceans.
- Availability of input wind data for many
years in the past.
. Inclusion of directional properties of
seas and cross seas or swells.
There are certain 1imitations to be considered:
- Oata are calculated rather than measured,
a disadvantage that can be overcome by systematic
and extensive comparison with actual measurements.
- Accuracy is of necessity reduced in
areas where wind observations are scarce.
- Range of wave frequencies covered may
not be adequate for all purposes.
Recent papers by Cunnninsand Bales [68] [69]
give some preliminary results and suggest the
potential value of this work. Of particular
importance is the need to select suitable parameters to describe the directional spectra and
then to give statistical data on these parameters, in order to reduce the vast number of
hindcast wave spectra to manageable form.
Special consideration also needs to be given
to the waves generated by hurricanes and typhoons.
These severe storms that move at relatively
high speeds along erratic paths cannot be
accounted for in the normal collection of routine
wave observations, forecasting and hindcasting.
Not only are the winds unusually strong, but
they change direction continual1y, so that the
resulting high, confused seas do not conform
to the ideal model. Some studies have been made
of hurricane seas [70], but much more work needs
to be done. Buckley has called attention to
the strong correlation between ship damages and
the occurrence of unusual or freak sea conditions
[64]

Other conditions that may lead to more
severe, i.e. steeper, waves are shallow water
and opposing currents. The report of ISSC
Connittee 1.1, Environmental Conditions, 1976
[71], discusses these effects in Chapter 9 on
Abnormal Waves (based on a contribution by
R. Wahab]. It is stated that “much attention
has been paid recently to abnormal waves
occurring off the east coast of South Africa..
Other areas where unusual1y high waves have been
observed include the Sea of Casquets (N.W. France)
and the vicinity of the Oogger Bank in the North
Sea.” The South African example is explained
on the basis of storm seas or moderate swells
0PPosin9 the Agulhas Current that runs along the
coast. The North Sea example is explained as
being caused by wave refraction by shelving and
shoaling water (Pierson [72]). Other locations
in which shallow water has apparently been a
factor in ship losses or damages are the Continental Shelf approaching the English Channel, the
Grand 8anks, the Continental Shelf in the
vicinity of Cape Cod, and the bar at the mouth
of the Columbia River in Oregon.
The report of Committee 1.1, Environmental
Conditions, to the lSSC, 1979 [73], states,
“Conditions which are somewhat similar to those
off the African coast, as far as the possible
occurrences of freak waves are concerned,
occasionally prevail along the north wall of
the Gulf Stream northeast from Cape Hatteras,
when north-easterly winds generate a sea running
counter to the Gulf Stream (James [74]). An
additional disturbing factor is the instability
of the initially cold polar air masses, heated
by the relatively high and gusty winds near sea
level, resulting in a rougher sea.” The losses
of the tanker Texaco Oklahoma and bulk carriers
Anita and Norse~l
and 1973 may
fibeen
related to such abnormal waves.
Another condition of unusually steep waves
is the standing waves caused by the reflection
of an oncoming sea by vertical cliffs and
breakwaters. Such steep waves have been reported
in the 8ay of Biscay off the coast of Portugal.
Earthquakes are known to cause severe waves
called tsunamis or “tidal waves.” Little is
known about the magnitudes and farms of such
waves, but on the other had, it may not be
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necessary or desirable to design for such rare
and unusual occurrences.
Although the incidence of abnormal1y high
or steep waves in certain areas of the world’s
oceans has been known for a long time, comparatively 1ittle has been done by way of direct
measurement of such waves that would be useful
to the ship structural designer. In recent
years, large moored buoys have collected meteorological and wave spectral data for NOAA, a few
of them giving directional spectra. Unfortunately
the buoys have been located in coastal waters
and generally not on main shipping routes [75].
The potentiality exists for making more extensive
use of such moored buoys to provide systematic
wave data at critical locations. A data buoy
was deployed for “at least a year” at the edge
of the Continental Shelf at the entrance to
the English Channel [76], but results of data
CO1lection are not yet known to be available.
No matter how good our open sea wave data and
our methods of predicting long-term trends of
wave bending moments in the open sea may become,
we can never be sure that the resulting design
loads are acceptable until we know more about
the possibly more severe loads that may be
encountered under unusual circumstances.
APPLICATION TO OESIGN
Ultimate Strength
Having reviewed the loads affecting the
U1timate strength of the hul1 girder and considered methods of predicting and combining them
in probabilistic form, it will be well to consider how these loads can be applied in structural
design. Of course, this involves consideration
of strength or capability, which is the subject
of other papers at the Symposium. But there is
a need to try to link demand with capability
at some time early in the meeting.

Thus classification societies have advanced
to the point of accepting a probabilistic approach
to demand (loads) while retainin a deterministic
approach to c?pability.(strength7 . Furthermore,
strength IS viewed basically in terms of allowable stress rather than ultimate strength
(although separate consideration may be given to
avoidance of local bucklins). A number of writers
have pointed out that the &pabil ity of the
structure to carry loads, or what Vasta called
“load-carrying ability”, is a very different thing
from the load corresponding to material yield or
ultimate stress.

It is significant that the classification
societies, as well as ISSC, are interested in
developing even more advanced, rational, direct
method. Quoting Aldwinckle [79], “The statistical
[probabilistic] analysis of the demand/capability
method continues to show great promise in moving
towards a completely rational approach to
structural safety..“. It is apparent that further
research and development is needed to study the
effects of variation in constructional standards
... With the improved shipbuilding technology
in the world... it should be possible within
the next decade to introduce the reliability
approach. . to benefit both the shipbuilder and
the shipowner.”

Considering classification society methods
first, there has been a definite trend toward
nmre rational approaches in recent years. The
Rules of all Societies have adopted procedures
that embody the fol1owing features:
- Separate determination and addition of
still water and wave bending moments.
- Determination of wave bending moment in
terms of a coefficient (or “effective wave
eight”) arrived at by comparative calculations
MI the basis of wave spectra and probability
-.
- Establishment of allowable stress values
-t ●re essentially comtant (a smal1 variation
mm
ship length in some Rules is explained by
~~
-nts
of absolute values of corrosion
●n-)
a“d include an empirical fa~tOp Of
-.

For present purposes the reliability approach
refers to the concept of designing for an
acceptable level of failure probability. It was
developed in the field of Civil Engineering over
many years, under the leadership of A. M.
Freudenthal [80] and has since been applied in
Aeronautical Engineering [81] and many other
engineering fields.

~
section nmdulus can then be determined
fi~ly
~
the Rules, taking into account the
$alk~
factors: ship type, length and breadth,
Mictznt
and material of construction.
*

~
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the intended service, more advanced techniques,
etC.
Attention is focussed on a Droabilistic
approa~hto design bending moment”,while retaining
an emp]rlcal value of allowable stress. As
explained in the ABS Rules (1981) [77] (Section
6), “Considerationwill be given to the waveinduced bendina nwment calculated bv means of
a statistical ~probabilistic] analy~is based on
the ship motion calculation in realistic sea
states.” Lloyds’ Register Rules (1978) [78]
(ChaDt8P 4) amDlifv this: “In direct calculation
procedures”capable-of deriving the wave induced
loads on the ship, and hence the required modulus,
account is to be taken of the ship’s actual form
and weight distribution.... The Society’s direct
calculation method involves derivation of response
to regular waves by strip theory, short-term
reponse to irregular waves using the sea spectrum
concept, and long-term response predictions using
statistical distributions of sea states.” This
app:oach has become quite general among classification socletles (Appendix 1).

[t is si~if icant that al1 classification
also made provision for a more
~
to design, taking account of
~,
exlu?ctedsea conditions in
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When suitable probabilistic expressions
for hull structural capability become available,
the probabi1ity of failure can be explicitly
derived. See Fig. 23. Abrahamsen et al. [82]
have shown that a double integration of demand
and capability is involved. Since our normal
procedure is to integrate to obtain the lifetime
probability of demand exceedance, only one more
integration, involving an assumed normal density
function of capability remains to obtain the
probability of failure.

I

the capability curves shown leads to lifetime
failure probabilities for grillage failure of
0.017 and strut-panel failure of 0.047. In a
subsequent section on choice of probability
levels, figures given will show that these are
somewhat high to be acceptable (i.e., 2 to 5
ships in 100).
However, the assumed standard deviations of
structural capability appear to be too severe.
If the coefficients of variation were reduced
from the calculated value of 11.2%, the results
for grillage failure would be:

Fig. 23 Probability of Failure Determined from
Density Functions of Demand and Capability
the prob.
If y is demand and z is capability,
ability of failure may be defined as the pyoba.
bility that the ratio z/y is less than unity.
Since Z[Y is a sort of ideal safety factor, we
can also say that the failure probabi1ity is the
probability that the safety factor is less than
unity. It can be shown that the cumulative distribution of the safety factor i$

.
p(;?;=
)/

Q(Y) P(Z) dz

Coeff. of var.
Failure Prob.

(22)

where, Q(y) is the 1ifetime probability of demand
exceedance,
P(z) is the probability density function
of capabjllty.
The integral can be evaluated numerically and
then its value at zo/yo = 1 determined.
In a discussion by the present authors of
CorrmitteeV.I. Report (ISSC, 1979) [83], an
example was given of a tentative application of
this approach to a typical tanker, assuming a
constant (deterministic) value of sti11 water
bending moment and neglecting high-frequency
response. Use was made of a density function
Stt-enqt.h
of ‘apabi1ity based on ValUeS of avet-age
and Coefficients of variation (standard deviations
as percent of mean) for critical panels in
buckling, from Mansour and Faulkner [84~. The
lifetime curve for demand was obtained from
data in the same paper on stresses vs. wave
height, cm the basis of the binomial or Poisson
model, as described by Karst [54], as given by
Equation (2o). See Fig. 24.

5%
0.0002

It was noted [83] that available data on
probabilistic aspects of capability, in general,
seem to apply to local panel failure rather than
complete failure of the entire girder flange in
compression or tension. For example, for a
tanker such as that under consideration here,
the local compression buckling of a deck panel
in the center tank would shift the load to the
top of the side tank structure--deck, side shell
and longitudinal bulkheads. This structure
would probably carry considerable higher load
before there would be further buckling, such
that ultimate failure or collapse could be said
to have occurred. As stated by Faulkner in
discussion of the lSSC Committee 11.2 report
(1979) [85], “Abetter understanding of the
ultimate moment, Mc, which allows for the spread
of elasto-plastic instability, etc., through the
cross section is arguably the most important
outstanding item to complete the capability
modeling.”
An outstanding contribution to the determination of a realistic value for average
capability (ultimate strength) of the hull girder is that of Smith [86], whose procedure
considers the simultaneous stress-strain
behavior of the various structural elements,
including “hard corners,” as compressive load
is incrementally increased. It takes account
of the shift of load from buckled components
to the more rigid members in a reasonable way,
and allows for the shift of elastic neutral
axis. 8illingsley [87] has made a valuable
contribution to this approach and focusses on
how the buckling and post-buckling behavior of
individual elements is related to “the response
of the overall section.” The distinction he
draws between the aims and methods of the ship
structural designer in contrast to the “marine
safety structural analyst” should, we believe,
be gradually eliminated as emphasis in design
is shifted from stresses to load-carrying
ability.

For the tanker under consideration the
low-probabilityportion of the demand curve
calculated on the above basis is shown in Fig.
25. Using the demand curve in conjunction with
j

8%
0.0026

Assuming that a failure probability of
0.0026 is acceptable (2.6 ships in 1000f , a
coefficient of variation of about 8% would make
the design satisfactory. The figures show how
sensitive the failure probability is to the
coefficient of variation of capability, and
therefore the importance of further work to
define the latter--as well as the mean value-more accurately.

00

P@

11.2%
0.017

I-Q(y). Lifetime
,robab,lit,
of MCeedmce

eedance P..cycle
1-PW1 = Rmk.aJ3iLity
of EX.
Fig. 24 Determination of Lifetime Probability
from Probability Per Cycle [83]
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Fig. 25 Plot of Probability Data for Calculation of
Probability of Failure for Typical Tanker [83]

The recent paper by Mansour and Thayambilli
[88] gives a great deal of valuable information
on ultimate strength. But the above writers do
not deal with the question of variability, and
this remains perhaps the area of greatest need
for research. Billingsley does suggest certain
variable factors indirectly when discussing his
analytical methods:

allowable stresses (as in the case of ABS Rules
for aluminum ships, for example) and in evaluating specific structural details during plan
approval.
One aDDrOach to Structural desian relative
to the fatigue loading is simply to ~ake sure
that the probability of exceeding the yield
point at critical areas of stress concentration
is at an acceptable level, considering the cost
of repairing nuisance cracks. Presumably, lowcycle fatigue WOU1d thereby be avoided. However,
although this can be readily done in relation to
major points of concentration, such as hatch
corners, it is difficult to accomplish in respect
to all of the many welded structural details in
longitudinal structural members. In any case,
this approach can lead to excessive scantlings,
and therefore it appear$ that a complete picture
of CYCIic 1oadings should be obtained for the
use of the structural analyst (and researcher).

- Conditions of edge fixity, and
- “Quality of construction in terms of
plating fairness, residual stress, and alignmerit.
”
To these can be added other objective uncertainties such as dimensions, scantlings, material
properties, plus subjective uncertainties associated with the reliability of theories and
experimental data utilized. Some data are already
available (Stiansen, et al) [B9] and a new SSC
project on Major Sources of Uncertainties should
further clarify what is known and what remains
to be investig~ted.

For the fatigue viewpoint, the type of
loading (discussed earlier) is one of cyclic
load reversal, usually with fluctuating mean
(still water) load. Lifetime spectra for
CYC1ic loadings of different frequencies can be
provided in useable form on the basis of available techniques, as explained in a previous section.

Attention must also be given to human
error. Ractliffe mentions errors “at the level
of design, or construction, or maintenance” as
causes of most major structural failures, and
Yamamoto mentions ship handling (discussion of
Joint Session 2, ISSC 1979) [90]. Another
consideration is the increasing use of shiDboard
load or stress monitoring equi~ment, as discussed
in the report of Connnittee1.3, lSSC 1979 [91],
which can potentially reduce the probability of
structural failure if properly used.

Again it appears that the more difficult
problem today is the determination of the capability of the ship’s structure. In general,
the materials used in shiDbuildina are not sub.iect
to fatigue failure when uhflawed ~amples are subjected to cyclic loadings of the number
corresponding to low and high frequency bending
in a ship’s lifetime. But the longitudinal
structure of a ship contains many points of
stress concentration, arisiilgeither from gross
design discontinuities, such as hatch corners,

m
In general, it appears that fatigue is not
specifically considered in all classification
society design procedures. But presumably
fatigue is considered indirectly in establishing

S4

or from local discontinuities occurring in
structural detai1s and at welding f1aws. Of
particular concern is a concentration factor of
2 or 3 at a location such as a hatch corner which
results in mean stresses wel1 below yield point
being magnified beyond yield. A comparatiWl y
smal1 number of stress reversals (several hundred) can then lead to so-called “low cvcle,’
fatigue cracking. The effect may be e~agg& ated
by effects of corrosion. See Fig. 26 from
Nibbering [55].

Attention is focussed on welded butt joints, and
use is made of experimental SN-curves (taking
into account initial imperfections and corrosive
atmosphere), Goodman’s correction for mean
stress, and Miner’s law for assessing cumulative
damage to arrive at a “capability function”
(defining fatigue strength).
The analysis then proceeds to predict
fatigue failure (crack initiation) probability
on the basis of cyclic demand consisting of an
assunwd normal distribution of still water
bending moment (stress] and a comparatively
simple exponential distribution as an approximation of wave-induced moment (stress). Results
for this ideal case are presented for a particular ship in the form of a graph of probability
of fatigue crack initiation vs. characteristic
extreme value of wave stress in 108 cycles. A
table shows the effect of variations in certain
random variables on the predicted probability.

Ideally design for fatigue needs full-scale
fatigue tests of all of the critical structural
details in the ship, using an irregular loading
spectrum and varying mean value corresponding
to the ship’s expected lifetime experience [60].
This is obviously not feasible, but much can be
learned from such tests of representative details
corresponding to situations of local stress
concentrations. Here the problem is primarily
one of controlling crack propagation, since-as pointed out by Nibbering and Scholte [60]-tiny cracks are almost always present at critical
points and can seldom be detected at an early
stage. Fortunately, such cracks propagate slowly
and can be detected and reDaired before damaae
becomes serious. (Guidance to ship operator; is
needed on this point.)
A current SSC project by Professor W. H.
Funse is assembling data from structural engineering sources on details applicable to ships.
Results should go a long way toward defining the
capability of local structure to withstand cylic
loading. (See his paper at the present Symposium.)

The above procedure involves a number of
unce~taiqt~es, such as doubt regarding the
appllc?blllty of Miner’s law, focussing on
crack Initiation rather than propagation, lack
of consideration of high-frequency loads in
the demand spectrum, etc.
But it represents a
promising approach for defining fatigue capability
that presumably could be extended to the case of
gross design discontinuities such as hatch corners.
Seeding [49] has also dealt with fatigue on a
probabilistic basis, considering cumulative
damage with respect to both crack initiation
and propagation, including hatch corner effects.
Note that if the general application of more
rational design standards should in time result
in reduced hull scantlings, then the incidence
of fatigue cracking might increase to an unacceptable level. In this case some modification in
strength standards by classification societies
WO.U1
d be expected. The problem is to balante
initial cost against costs of crack repair, as
discussed in the next section.

The report of the ISSC Committee V.1, Oesign
(1976) [92] develops a theoretical probabilistic
apprOach that is intended to be a substitute for
fatigue tests for checking fatigue strength of
“primary structural members, such as deck, side
shell plating, .... in terms of crack initiation.”

Choice of Probabi1ity Levels
u

1

u
~ 6000
3

The final step in establishing a completely
rational probability approach to design for both
ultimate strength and fatigue will be the
determination of an acceptable level of failure
(or damage) probability that will give a
satisfactory balance between demand and capability.

FATIGuE LIFE
‘PLAINMS SPECIMENS’

b

~
= ‘t
5000

One approach is simply to ascertain what
levels of failure have occurred in the past and
then to select a suitable design value that is
as good or better. This was discussed at length
in report SSC-240 [7]. On the basis of an
informal study by J. F. Oalzell of some Lloyds’
statistics on merchant ship losses (presumed to
be due to structural failure) it was concluded
that a figure somewhere between 0.003 and 0.006
would be an estimate for the probability of
failure that has been tacitly accepted over the
past twenty years for large ocean going ships.
In proposing a specific figure for a new design
criterion, Oalzel1 suggests 0.001. This implies
that merchant ships should be designed with a
probability of ultimate--or catastrophic--failure
of no greater than 0.001, i.e., that a new ship

Fig. 26 Example of Application of Cyclic
Loading Curves to Study of Fatigue [55]
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u:.-z nave a chance of not over one in a thousand
:Z ‘ailure during a normal life span.

for each damage mode the expectation of damage,
they should be multiplied by their respective
costs in the above equation. In prin’iple,
the total expected cost, L, can be evaluated
for several alternative hull designs and the
optimum design determined graphically.

A similar approach can be taken to damage
:0 longitudinal structure requiring repair (from
all causes, including fatigue). Hence, there is
obviously a need for collecting more data on
ship structural damages and failures in reliabi1ity format. This requires the compilation of
statistics on ships suffering hull failures--or
ships lost in which structural failure is suspected--and relating these to ship-years of
service. Such damage data must be analyzed to:

The above analysis assumes that safety of
human life is not a problem. But if it cannot
be assumed that lifesaving equipment will
adequately protect human life, then statistics
on loss of life in different industries and
modes of transportation can be used to determine
risk values to be used in design [93] [94].

a) Separate damages affecting longitudinal
strength from al1 others.
b) Classify these as to type--fatigue,
brittle fracture, or buckling.
c) Relate the data for a specific time
period to number of ships in service during that
time.
d) Collect data on estimated costs of
repair of damages.

CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that great progress has
been made in recent years toward the goal of
rational design of the ship hull girder.
Methods have been developed to predict the
probability per cycle of extreme bending moments
or stresses, and refinements of these methods
continue to be made. One such refinement, adjusting short-term responses for variations in
the number of cycles per unit time for different
ship headings, has been shown here to be of
negligible importance in the case of wave
bending moment response. However, there are a
number of serious gaps in the procedure that
must be filled before such an approach can be
used in any other than a partial or comparative
fashion. One of the objectives of this paper
has been to describe the ideal overall approach,
and in so doing it has called attention to the
principal gaps. These will be listed below as
a guide to further research and study:

Another more basic approach discussed in
[7] to determining the probability level to be
used in a design criterion i 5 that of “expected
cost”, which has been summarized in a convenient
form by Freudenthal and Gaither for a plication
to maritime structures in general [80! . It is
based on the principle that the best design is
one that minimizes the expected total cost,
where the latter consists of the sum of initial
cost, possible cost of failure, and cost of
repairs of less serious damages--such as fatigue
cracks. Al1 damages not involving the main hull
girder are excluded, since presumably they would
not be affected by a“y change in the main hull
structural design.
Expressed as an equation, the total expected
cost to be minimized is,
L=
whet

I+

PIF+(l-P1)ZCP2

(23)

initial cost of the ship (or structure),
probability of failure (in a lifetime),
anticipated total cost of failwe
(replacement cost + cargo 10ss + temporary charter of replacement ship +
loss of business from customer reactions
+ cost of pollution or other environ.
mental effects, etc.),
c= anticipated cost of damage or “failure
of function of survivino structure”
(“the success cost”), i~e., cost of
repairs and other associated costs,
P2= the expectation or expected number of
such damages.

The probability, pl, of a failure that can
lead to the complete loss of the ship is very
low. The expectation of other damage, pz, that
would require more or less extensive time out of
service for repair depends on any one of the
modes of failure previously discussed--particularly,
fatigue cracking and local buckling. In fact, a
ship might experience a number of such damages
in several modes during its lifetime.
After the probability of failure in a
lifetime is estimated for each fail”pe ~de,

1. More complete ocean wave data on rough
weather routes, particularly clarifying directional properties with two or more seas combined.
2. More data on sea spectra for abnormal
conditions of shoaling water, opposing currents,
etc.
3.
More statistical data on still water
and dynamic (vibrational) loads in service,
both as to increases in extreme loads affecting
ultimate failure and dynamic cyclic loads affecting fatigue.
4. Improved techniques for combining loads
of differing frequencies that do not always
occur simultaneously.
5. Further development of the probabilistic
approach.to,structural capability--including,
(a) predict,on of ultimate strength and its
variability; (b) prediction of fatigue strength
and its variability in relation to critical
details.
6. Collection bv classification societies
andlor regulatory bodies of ship damage and
failure data in reliability format.
Successful completion of the above would
permit the calculation with some confidence of
probability of ultimate failure and of fatigue
crack propagation (beyond critical length) plus
acceptable levels of these probabilities for
different ship types in the’most sever-eservices
for which they are intended to be certified.
It should be emphasized that the complete
ideal procedure for evaluating the longitudinal
strength in reliability format envisioned here

and
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is not intended for routine application to
individual ship designs--except in the case of
unusual ships, or other marine structures, for
fiich no empirical data are available. Its
rain value should be in continuing the development of more rational techniques for routine
design--in particular, the refinement and
increased rationalization of the rules of
classification societies. This involves applying the reliability principles to many different ship types, over a wide range of sizes, and
correlating predictions of failure probability
against actual experience in terms of hull
failure per ship-year “at r-isk.
j’ Similarly,
the frequency of fatigue crack propagation to
a size requiring repair should be correlated
,ith predictions.
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APPENDIX 2

Ful1-Scale Midship Stress Measurement Programs

This 1ist includes ships on which the most comprehensive stress measurement and analysis programs have
been done. It is not an exhaustive 1ist of all such efforts. An unpublished Webb literature search
in 1977 identified 124 papers describing measurements taken on about 150 ships, most of which contain
more 1imited data. A sunanaryof some of the other available data was given in [34].

)

~
USA-ABS

uSA-SSC

USA-SNAME
Belgium

United Kingdom
Japan

Abbreviatims:

~

Universe Ireland
Idemitsu Maru
Esso Malaysia
R. G. Follis
Fotini L
Wolverine State and
Hoosier State
California Bear
Mormacscan
Sealand Mclean
Boston
Edward L. Ryerson
Jordaens
Roi Baudoin
Mineral Serai”g
Dart EuroDe
Encounter”Bay Class
Japan Ace
Wakahata Maru
Chidoruan k!aru
Japan Adler

Tanker
Tanker
Tanker
Tanker
Bulk
cargo
,,
Cargo
Cargo
Cont.
Cent.
Ore
cargo
Car Ferry
Bulk
Cont.
Cont.
Cont.
ore
ore
Bulk

ECUS-East Coast U.S.
5A- South America

m

y

W

q

PG/NE
PG/JaP.
PG/NE
PG/ECUS
Pacif.
N. Atl.
N. Pac.
N. Pac.
N. Atl.
N. Atl.
N. Atl.
G. Lakes
N. Atl.
N. Sea
NE/SA
N. Atl.
NE/Aus
Pacif.
Pacif.
Pacif.
Pacif.

1076.0
1069.3
1000.0
754.6
800.0
496.0
!,

174.9
163.3
154.8
104.5
106.0
71.5
,,

0.830
0.830
0.820
0.840

528.5
458.0
880.5
496.D
711.B
479.5
362.9
715.3
715.3
745.5
574.2
787.4
912.0
6B9.0

76.0
68.0
1D5.5
71.5
75.0
65.9
49.9
105.0
100.0
100.0
B2.7
120.B
146.0
104.9

NE- North Europe
PG-Persian Gulf

0.860

0“:54)
0.625’
0.630
0.590

Instrumented
Sea Time

11 Voy.
14 Voy.
13 Vov.
18 VO~.
:5:
5 Voy

3 seasons
2 seasons
4 seasons

0.692
0.542
0.800
0.600
0.566
0.B2
0.82
0.80

10 months
14 ‘my
2 years
13891 records
7352 records
10517 records

Aus.-Australia

APPENDIx 3
Short-term B.M. Response, SL-7 at 25 Knots, H 1/3=24.5 ft.

(1)
Heading Angle

O

Following Seas

30
60
90 Beam Seas
120

150
180 Head Seas

(2)
Mean B.M. Response,
FT-TONS
105X
1.7664
1.6B45
1.4B27
1.3616
1.4947
1.7412
1.B611

Avg. Response for equal no. cycles each heading = 1.5964 x 105 FT-TONS
Avg. Response for equal time each heading = 1.6029 x 105 FT-TONS
Ibte:

P(c)*, column (5), is p(.) xl
2. g
I

~-
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